QU IC K START G U I D E / T U TO R I A L G A M E
What is Heritage?
☛

It is a competitive campaign game with legacy elements. That means that you’ll be playing 21 games, divided into 7 eras, trying to become the overall
campaign winner. However, it’s also possible to play a custom, non-campaign game and that’s what we’ll start with here.

☛

It is a “scheming vampire” - simulator. Gameplay consists of collecting characters in your team and trying to influence the central gameboards (= 		
battlegrounds) to your advantage. However, you’ll never be in full control! Not only are your opponents going to scheme against you but also your 		
characters have a mind of their own. Both their basic attributes and advanced abilities that get introduced throughout the campaign are not optional.

So you’ll always have to prioritize and sometimes take the good with the bad. And of course “scheming vampire”-simulator also means that you’ll want to
agitate, rage and plot against your friends as much as possible!

☛

It is an extremely modular game with hugely varying rules depending on which battlegrounds (= gameboards) and clans are in the game. This means

that at first glance the game, material and rules can look daunting. However, the core of the game is actually quite simple and if you follow this guide
step-by-step you’ll be up and running in no time!

Let’s set up the game!

a queue with them. Also add the round marker to the first
space of its track.

1. Gather the first

3 Battlegrounds,
labelled A,B,C as well
as the mainboard and
set those up at the
center of your table.
These represent the different vampiric struggles of the times
(“Of Clans High and Low”, “The Beast Within” and “The War
of the Princes”).

2. Take the character box, the basic materials box as well

as 2-4 Clan Boxes (depending on the number of players) and
return all other boxes to the gamebox, you’ll not need them
in this game. Also punch out the power, infamy and torpor/
exhaustion markers, round marker and first player marker
and place them close to your playing area.

3. Let each player choose a clan based on the description in

the rulebook and gather their materials in front of them. In
addition to the Starting Schemes and Clan Leader (which is in
the box), they’ll need a Clan Marker, Clan Morality Marker and
3 Boon Markers of that Clan from one of the punchboards.

4. Prepare the main
by drawing 5 charfrom the character
deck and building

board
acters

5. Now each player should prepare their bloodline for the

start of the game:

A) Choose 1 side of the clan leader card and place it as the
head of their bloodline in the center of their playing area.
B) Take the 3 Schemes indicated on the clan leader as a
starting hand and place the rest of the schemes close by as
a draw pile.
C) Place 3 Starting Power and the 3 Boons on the clan
leader and keep the Clan Marker close by.
D) Ensure that you have enough space to form a bloodline
(shaped like a family tree of 8-10 additional cards) below
your clan leader and place your clan’s player aid close by
with the description of your clan ability face up.

6. Take the rules cards and schemes for each of the battle-

grounds from the basic materials box and proceed to set them
up according to the rulecards (you’ll need 1 A / c politics
marker from a punch board as well as 4×7 Ankh Meeples and
the Clan Morality Marker of all participating Clans for this).

7. Assign the first player marker to a

random player. If your table now looks
somewhat like our
example below, you
are ready to
start your
first game!
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The Game Begins!
The player who has the start
player marker now begins
their turn by recruiting a
character. They may choose
any vampire from the queue
but the 2 leftmost characters
will cost the indicated amount
of power (taken from any vampire in the queue and placed in the
general supply).
After having made their choice, they take
the character to their bloodline and place
them as a new vampire “childe” below
their clan leader. That vampire becomes
the “sire” of the new recruit. Each vampire may only have 3 “childer” like this.

envoys to the different regions. Add the recruit’s power
to the court matching their origin by moving one of their
envoys to a connected region. You may only move into a
space that is not occupied by a different faction - so gaining
territory for a faction you favor will be harder later on.

Sire

Continue playing until every player has made their turn.
Then check battleground B (“The Beast Within”): If 1 player
is clearly ahead (alone on the rightmost space), they get the
start player token, otherwise it stays with the previous start
player. The new round starts with whoever has the token
now.

B

Starting to see your goals and options
Childe

Continue playing 1-2 more rounds in this manner. As you
do so, examine your bloodlines and the status of the gameboards to see if you can see any patterns emerge...
Maybe the first 3 characters you recruited have a red gem?

Now the player activates the recruit by applying their effect
to each of the three battlegrounds, as indicated by the trait
gems on the top left of the card:
Check on the top left gem position if the vampire is red A
(noble) or green c (low-born) and move the clan politics
marker on Battleground A 1 space in the direction of that
color. This battleground represents the struggle between
the noble elite and the gutter. And your character has now
added their strength to the faction they support.
Check on the top right if your vampire is blue b (passive/
calm) or yellow d (active/cruel) to find out how to adjust battleground B. This represents your bloodline’s struggle against
the eternal draw of the beast within you. You’ll be rewarded
for acting consistently here: If your disposition matches that
of your clan token, move up a space on the track.
Allowing for differences in moral views is more problematic:
If your color does not match the token, flip the token and
move it down a step. But differing views also bring new ideas.
So whenever you do move down on this track, draw one of
your clan schemes and add it to your hand.

Then it’ll be good for you to try and ensure that the nobles
win Battleground A (Of Clans High and Low), because in that
case you’ll get 1-2 points per A-character!
Maybe one of your opponents has a bloodline full of characters from the south (e)?
Then you should work to ensure that at the end of the game
the southern court does not occupy a majority of provinces
or they’ll be handsomely rewarded (2VP per character of the
winning color).
Or maybe you want to join that player and try to recruit
southern characters as well, from now on? The choice is up
to you!
Once you feel you’ve grasped the basic interplay of characters, attributes and battlegrounds move on to the next
section.

Finally, check the lower gem to see your vampire’s origin
(G / F / e / h / ) and adjust battleground C. This battleground portrays the struggles for influence between the
different vampiric princes of Europe, as they send out their
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Schemes and Coteries

Ending the Game

Once per turn you may send out vampires to do your bidding
by enacting a scheme. Let’s see how this works:

Keep playing the game
until you’ve reached
the end of the last
round indicated for
your player number.
Then get a score board
out (there’s two: one
on the backside of an unused battleground and one on the
back of the rulebook) and place all participating players’ clan
markers on it.

Take a look at your hand of clan schemes and choose one
with 1-2 symbols to play.
Notice the archetype requirements indicated
on the card. These show you what kind of
team you need.
Check your bloodline and look for any group
that consists only of 1 vampire and any
direct childer (= 1-4 characters) that fulfills
the requirement. This group will
be the coterie that carries out your
scheme, with the sire of the group
being the leader.

Sire

If there’s no eligible coterie yet, you
may use your clan’s boon tokens to
enlist help: Choose a coterie that comes closest to fulfilling
the requirement and for each missing archetype symbol
place one boon on a character with that symbol in any opponent’s bloodline to acquire their help for this scheme.
Childe

Tally the scores by going through all 3 battlegrounds:
First, remove any vampires in torpor from all bloodlines.
They’ll not be scored.
1.

Childe

Now place an exhaustion marker on the coterie leader (indicating that they cannot lead another coterie again) and then
enact the effect.

2.

3.

Then, for battleground A assign 1-2VP (as indicated by
the final position of the marker on the track) per vampire with the winning color to each player.
For battleground B assign the amount of VP indicated on
the space with their clan morality marker on it.
For battleground C check which faction wins by counting the amount of regions controlled (the central region
counts as 2) and assign 2 VP to the winning color (in case
of a tie all tied colors win).
Then add 1 VP per boon and per power and subtract 1
VP per infamy in each player’s bloodline.

Tally up everything to determine the winner!
If you’re unsure about what your card does, check the key
terms in the rulebook for the list of possible effects.
And: if there’s a bolded term on your clan scheme this indicates your clan’s special ability! Check your player aid (and
the clan rules in the rulebook, if necessary) to see how the
card works!
When you are done, place the scheme on your (as yet empty)
scheme discard pile. Note that you’ll never build a new draw
pile, so baring other effects your scheme is gone for this game.
Instead of playing a Clan Scheme from your hand, you could
also have played one of the public schemes next to a Battleground on the table. These Battleground schemes help you get
ahead on the gameboard they are associated with. They can be
used by anyone, repeatedly, and are not discarded after use.

What comes next?
This first game should have taught you the basics but there’s
a lot left still to discover: Elevating characters with special
abilities! Changing battlegrounds and clan schemes! Historical characters and mission prompts as secondary objectives!
The starting point for all of this is the chronicle rules in the
rulebook, beginning with the prologue. Go there next!
Be sure to check out the living rulebook including the FAQ,
too: nicegamepublishing.com/livingrules
And if any open questions remain, just hop on our discord
and ask us directly: nicegamepublishing.com/discord
Have fun!
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